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Approach to the source term prediction and protective measures
recommendation strictly based on the state of reactor systems identified from
technological and radiological parameters or identified by expert knowledge is
presented. Approach is applied in decision support system ESTE which is
implemented and running for many years (24/7) at the emergency response
centers of specific nuclear power plants and governmental nuclear crisis centers.
The approach applied and the whole system is by design prepared to response to
the multiunit and multisite nuclear accidents.

DSS ESTE is implemented at:
- crisis centers of NPPs
Bohunice (Slovakia, 2 reactors of PWR VVER-440), Mochovce (Slovakia, 2 reactors
of PWR VVER-440), Kozloduy ( Bulgaria, 2 reactors of PWR VVER-1000)
- crisis centers on governmental level
State Office for Nuclear Safety of Czech Republic, Crisis Centre of Austrian
Ministry of Environment and Crisis Centre of Bulgarian Nuclear Regulatory
Authority.

Approach of ESTE
Time step 30s
INITIATING EVENT
(Release pathway)
LOCA, IS-LOCA, SGTR,
Transient (SBO, etc.), SFP
- pressures, levels, flows, activities,
temperatures (~100-200 parameters)
Automatically
reported warning
to the operator.

Time step
5-15 min
State of the core and state of
coolant is evaluated on the
base of coolant temperatures,
pressures, core output
temperature and radiation
parameters.

End of fission is evaluated on
the base of thermal or neutron
power. Inventory of the core for
source term is recalculated
according to time of end of
fission.

State of containment systems
and threat to the tightness is
evaluated automatically or can
be entered manually.

On the base of symptoms
evaluated the source term is
automatically selected from
pre-calculated database.

Agreed and acceptable level of
conservatism relative to protective
measures is applied. Predicted ST
complies with state of reactor, with
release pathways expected or really
observed, but is generated in advance before the symptoms of real release are
detected/real radioactivity is observed in
the plant area or in the vicinity of the
plant. State of reactor is so serious, that
recommendation of protective measures
is legitimate and acceptable.

Algorithm for identification of LOCA
is based on combination of
symptoms detected.

STATE OF THE CORE

Typical set of input parameters.

Decision support system ESTE is
connected online to amount of
parameters and radiological data from
NPP and meteorological data, but can be
also operated manually by the user on the
base of principal symptoms of the event.
The first task of the system is to monitor
continuously the state of reactor systems
in order to identify initiating event and
release pathways.
The second task
performed continuously is to monitor
parameters of reactor and reactor coolant
in order to identify level of fuel damage (if
any). The third task is based on the
monitoring of threads to containment
tightness. Finally, airborne activity in the
atmosphere of the environment is
monitored on the base of measurements
“at the fence” of NPP area and in
ventilation stack.
Any state of reactor systems and barriers,
including the state of the fuel, has its
typical pre-calculated predicted source
term. Database of pre-calculated source
terms consists of about 170 sets of source
terms per one reactor (including source
terms for spent fuel pool events). As the
event proceeds, source terms are chosen
from the database according to the actual
state identified.
Source term once predicted is on the way
adapted (assimilated) to really measured
radiological data in the area of NPP and in
ventilation stack, and can be adapted to
radiological data measured inside
containment (if available). In case of
change of the reactor state or fuel state or
containment state, new source term is
automatically predicted (taken from the
database) and on the way adapted - the
whole process is repeated in regular steps.
As a result, source term predicted during
the whole event complies with the known
symptoms of the event. Predicted source
term is used by dispersion module of the
system for calculation of radiological
impacts in the area of NPP, in emergency
planning zone and beyond the emergency
planning zone. This is repeated
automatically in regular time steps. In such
way, recommendation of protective
measures, which are based on intervention
levels resulted from dispersion models,
complies with actual state of reactor and
known symptoms of the event and is
regularly updated.

- core output temperatures
- reactor level
- dose rate or activity in containment
and other compartments or systems
Automatically
reported warning
to the operator.

TIME OF END OF FISSION

STATE OF CONTAINMENT

Algorithm for identification of state
of the core is based on combination
of symptoms.

IS-LOCA
SGTR
SFP

- spray system
- pressure
- temperature
- hydrogen
- radiation

Set of
parameters
which are applied
for identification
of threath to the
containment

PREDICTION OF THE SOURCE TERM
from database
(~170 sets of
pre-calculated source terms )
Tree which enables operator to
recognize actually predicted ST.

DISPERSION MODULE
RADIOLOGICAL MODULE
- meteo on site
- numerical weather prediction
- maps

RADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS PREDICTED

Dispersion model (PTM/LPM) based on
onsite METEO+NWP.

compared with intervention levels
- maps

PROTECTIVE MEASURES RECOMMENDED
- sectors, maps, list of villages

Protective measures are based on avertable
or potential doses.

Scheme of EPZ with measures recommended, list of impacted settlements and inhabitants by age.

ABmerit - author of DSS ESTE for nuclear emergencies:

ESTE implementations:

- ESTE Plant Specific
- ESTE Europe
- ESTE Analyst (offline version of ESTE)
- ESTE Simulator (training, exercising and producing scenarios)
- ESTE Annual Impacts for radiological impacts assessment of routine effluents

- Crisis Centre of the State Office for Nuclear Safety, SÚJB, Czech Republic
- Crisis Emergency Centre of Mochovce NPP, Slovakia
- Crisis Emergency Centre of Bohunice NPP, Slovakia
- Crisis Emergency Centre of Kozloduy NPP, Bulgaria
- Crisis Centre of the Ministry of Environment, BMLFUW, Austria

Contact:
- Crisis Centre of Nuclear Regulatory Agency, NRA, Bulgaria
- Nuclear and Decommissioning Company, JAVYS, Slovakia
- Crisis Centre of Headquarters of ENEL, SE a.s., Slovakia
- Crisis Centre of the Nuclear Regulatory Authority, Slovakia
- School versions of ESTE, Czech and Slovak Technical University (FJFI, STU)
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